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Bound By Blood
Anthology
Born in BloodSworn in Blood......isn't only the motto the Famiglia lives by. Bleeding for love is something every couple in this book has experienced. Through hardships their love morphs into something
even more beautiful and resilient. A love each of them is willing to ﬁght for.This anthology contains stories for the following couples: Aria & LucaRomero & LilianaGrowl & CaraMauro & StellaMatteo &
Gianna

Luca Vitiello
Independently Published I was born a monster. Cruelty ran in my veins like poison. It ran in the veins of every Vitiello man, passed on from father to son, an endless spiral of monstrosity. A born monster
shaped into an even worse monster by my father's blade and ﬁsts and harsh words. I was raised to become Capo, to rule without mercy, to dish out brutality without a second thought.Raised to break
others. When Aria was given to me in marriage, everyone waited with baited breath to see how fast I'd break her like my father broke his women. How I'd crush her innocence and kindness with the force
of my cruelty.Breaking her would have taken little eﬀort. It came naturally to me.I was gladly the monster everyone feared. Until her.Author's note: Bound By Honor in Luca's POV.

Bound By Duty
Dante Cavallaro's wife died four years ago but her memory still haunts him. On the verge of becoming the youngest head in the history of the Chicago Outﬁt, Dante needs to remarry or risk appearing
weak. Valentina is chosen for the role. She, too, lost her husband, but her ﬁrst marriage has always been for show. Even after her husband's death, Valentina carries the weight of his secrets with her- to
protect the honor of a dead man and herself. With her wedding to Dante, her castle of lies threatens to crash. Valentina fears the wedding night might reveal her secret, but her worries prove unfounded
when Dante ignores her. Soon, her fear turns to confusion and anger. Valentina is tired of being ignored. She's determined to get Dante's attention and desire, even if she can't get his heart that still
belongs to his dead wife.

Bound by Honor
Born into one of the leading Mob families in Chicago, Aria Scuderi struggles to ﬁnd her own path in a world where no choices are given. Aria was only ﬁfteen when her parents betrothed her to Luca - The
Vice - Vitiello, the oldest son of the head of the New York Cosa Nostra to ensure peace between the two families. Now with eighteen, the day Aria has been dreading for years is looming dangerously: her
wedding to Luca. Aria is terriﬁed of marrying a man she hardly knows, especially someone like Luca who got his nickname 'the Vice' for crushing a man's throat with his bare hands. Luca might be one of
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the most sought after men in New York thanks to his good looks, wealth and predator-like charisma that radiates power, but the society girls throwing themselves at him don't know what Aria does: that
the bad boy aura isn't just a game; blood and death lurk beneath Luca's striking gray eyes and arrogant smile.In her world a handsome exterior often hides the monster within; a monster who can just as
easily kill as kiss you.The only way to escape the marriage to Luca would be to run away and leave everything she's ever known behind but Aria can't bear the thought of never seeing her family again.
Despite her fear, she decides to go through with the marriage; Aria has grown up among predators like Luca and knows that even most cold-hearted bastards have a heart and she has every intention of
working her way into Luca's.!Mature content!Books in the Born in Blood Maﬁa Chronicles:Bound By Honor Bound By DutyBound By Hatred

Bound By Temptation
Cora Reilly Liliana Scuderi has been in love with Romero from the moment she ﬁrst saw him. After her sisters were married oﬀ for tactical reasons, she hopes she might be allowed to choose a husband for
herself, but when her father promises her to a man more than twice her age that hope is crushed. No begging can make him change his mind. Romero has always ignored Lily’s ﬂirting. Her age and status
made her oﬀ-limits but even someone as dutiful as him has only so much control. Wanting her when she’s supposed to marry another man could mean war between New York and the Chicago Outﬁt, and
Romero has always put the Famiglia ﬁrst. Lily suspects her sisters and Romero would risk everything for her, but is her happiness worth that much? Is love worth a war between the New York Famiglia and
the Chicago Outﬁt?

Bound By The Past
DanteMy life's a tale of betrayal.I killed so many because they betrayed our cause, because they betrayed the Outﬁt.A hypocrite. A liar. A murderer. That's what I am.Five times I betrayed the Outﬁt. With
my blood I made a vow to our cause, swore my life to it, promised to put the Outﬁt ﬁrst. Above all else.Five times I chose a woman over the good of the Outﬁt. I betrayed my father. My vow. My men. You
reap what you sow.Would my betrayals destroy everything I swore to protect?ValentinaOn our wedding day I made a vow to stand by Dante's side. In good and in bad times. To love him through it
all.Growing up in the maﬁa, I knew the challenges in our life would be numerous. I never expected them to tear at the very base of our family, of our existence.

Bound by Vengeance
GrowlHe'd never had something to himself, never even dared to dream about owning something so precious. He was the unwanted bastard son who'd always had to content himself with the leftovers of
others. And now they'd given him what only a few weeks ago had been out of his reach, someone he wasn't even allowed to admire from afar, one of their most prized possessions. Thrown at his feet
because he was who he was, because they were certain he would break her. He was her punishment, a fate worse than death, a way to deliver the ultimate punishment to her father who had displeased
them so greatly.CaraShe had always been the good girl. It didn't protect her.She didn't know his real name. People called him Growl to his face, and the Bastard behind his back. Both were names he
couldn't possibly have chosen for himself. His eyes were empty, a mirror to throw back her own fear at her. He was a brutal hand of the Las Vegas Camorra.And now she was at his mercy.

Born in Blood Collection Volume 1
Books 1-4
The ﬁrst four books in the bestselling Born in Blood Maﬁa Chronicles in one big book! Bound By HonorBound By DutyBound By HatredBound By Temptation

Bound By Love
Nobody expected them to fall in love. When Aria was given to Luca in marriage, people were sure he'd break her. Aria feared the worst from a man like him. A man without mercy. But somehow she gained
his love. Love - a weakness a Capo like Luca shouldn't risk. When Aria betrays Luca by going behind his back for her family, she realizes too late that she might have lost what she's fought so hard to get in
the ﬁrst place: Luca's trust. The trust of a man who never allowed himself to trust someone unconditionally before. Can their love survive in a world of betrayal and death?
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Born in Blood Collection Volume 2
A collection of book 5 - 8 in the bestselling Born in Blood Maﬁa Chronicles! The collection includes the following books: Bound By Vengeance/Bound By Love/Bound By The Past/Bound By Bloo

Twisted Cravings
As the youngest brother of the notorious Falcone clan, Adamo grew up surrounded by blood and violence. Drugs soon became his way of coping.Becoming a Made Man like his brothers was his destiny but
never his passion. When he becomes the organizer of his family's successful illegal street races and one of their thrill-seeking drivers, he ﬁnally asserts his own path in the harsh maﬁa world.His purpose
isn't the only thing Adamo discovers on the fuel-soaked roads he calls home...Dinara Mikhailov is the only female race driver and hard to ignore. Not only because of her ﬂaming red hair and ruthless
driving style, but also because the Bratva princess is allowed to drive in enemy territory.Soon Adamo and she ﬁnd themselves entangled in a passionate game that goes beyond the race track. Yet, both
haunted by events in the past, their dark cravings put everything on the line.As what they crave the most, comes with a brutal price.

Bound By Hatred
An Enemies-To-Lovers RomanceWhen Gianna watches her older sister being forced into an arranged marriage, she promises herself to escape a similar fate.The moment Matteo - The Blade - Vitiello sees
Gianna on his brother's wedding, he wants to possess her. Her father agrees to the bond, but Gianna has no intention of marrying for any other reason than love. A few months before the wedding, Gianna
runs away and begins a new life in Europe away from the maﬁa. But one of their best hunters and assassins is after her: Matteo. When Matteo and a couple of her father's soldiers catch her, not only her
freedom is at risk, but also the life of the people with her. Gianna is taken home and forced to marry Matteo. Ridden by guilt over having dragged innocent people into her world and overcome with hatred
toward Matteo, Gianna is determined to make life hell for her husband. But Matteo is a master at mind games and their struggle for power soon turns into hate-fueled nights of passion.

By Sin I Rise
Part One
Independently Published Maddox - Mad Dog - White hates everything the name Vitiello stands for, after he witnessed his father and his men getting butchered by the Capo of the Italian mob in their
territory. Raised by his uncle, the president of the Tartarus MC, Maddox is destined to follow in his footsteps. Now their chapter is on the rise again, but for their ultimate triumph they need to destroy the
Vitiello empire. And what better way to do it than to steal the spoilt Vitiello princess and break her piece by piece until her father begs for mercy. Known as the spoilt princess of New York, Marcella Vitiello
grew up in a golden cage. If your father is the most feared man in New York, people gift you with reverence. Destined to marry the boyfriend approved by her father, Marcella is sick of being treated like an
untouchable porcelain doll. She resents the life forced upon her by her family until everything she took for granted is ripped from her. Where she's now, her name doesn't bring awe, only pain and
humiliation. If you've grown up in a high castle, the fall is all the deeper. Sins of the fathers have a way of catching up, who's going to bleed for them?

Twisted Loyalties
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Fabiano was raised to follow in his father's footsteps as Consigliere of the Chicago Outﬁt - until the man abandons him. Left to fend for himself, Fabiano is
forced to ﬁght for a place in the maﬁa world. As a ruthless street ﬁghter, he quickly earns his place as the new Enforcer of the Las Vegas Camorra - a man to fear.Leona wants to build a decent life for
herself, away from her drug-addicted mother. But soon she catches the attention of a dangerous man - Fabiano Scuderi. Staying out of trouble and living a normal life are near impossible with a man like
him. Leona knows she needs to avoid Fabiano, but men like him aren't easy to shake oﬀ. They always get what they want.Fabiano cares about only one thing: the Camorra.But his attraction to Leona soon
puts his unwavering loyalty to the test. Is Leona worth risking everything he's fought for, and ultimately his life?
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Happily Ever After Cookbook
Original Recipes for Book Lovers
Book Beautiful Immerse yourself in the world of romance with book-inspired recipes! Bestselling authors of your favorite novels teamed up with private chefs to develop original dishes. Now you can cook
your way to a happily ever after... Enjoy New Orleans Gumbo from Kennedy Ryan's RITA-Award Winner Long Shot. Then bite into Texas BBQ Tacos from USA Today bestselling author K.A. Linde's The
Wright Brother. Follow it up with Diablo Cookies from Dangerous Temptation by Wall Street Journal bestselling author Giana Darling. Finish your evening with an Underworld Cocktail inspired by New York
Times bestselling author Katee Robert's Wicked Villains series. This sensual journey will surprise and delight readers! Billionaire heroes and strong heroines come to life with these recipes... The Happily
Ever After Cookbook contains exclusive appetizers, soups, main dishes, desserts, cocktails, breakfast, and bakery recipes. Bring romance novels to life with these literary dishes. It will look great on your
keeper shelf next to your favorite books. FULL LIST OF AUTHORS INCLUDED: Cora Reilly, Laurelin Paige, Adriana Locke, Meghan Quinn, K. Webster, Amelia Wilde, Giana Darling, Katee Robert, Kylie Scott,
Alta Hensley, Amo Jones, Sara Ney, K.A. Linde, Jenika Snow, Q.B. Tyler, Corinne Michaels, Maya Hughes, Melanie Harlow, Kelly Elliott, Kandi Steiner, Susan Stoker, Kennedy Ryan, M. O'Keefe, Fiona Cole,
Willow Winters, AM Hargrove, L.B. Dunbar, Terri E. Laine, Monica Murphy, Jana Aston, Susannah Nix, A.L. Jackson, Teagan Hunter, M. Robinson, Pepper Winters, Sienna Snow, Emma Scott, Skye Warren, Mia
Sheridan, Kate Canterbary, Tasha Boyd, Danielle Romero, Louise Bay, Aleatha Romig

Fragile Longing
A new STANDALONE age-gap, arranged marriage romance from USA Today Bestselling author Cora Reilly!Soﬁa knows how it feels to be the consolation prize.Too young.Not blond.And deﬁnitely not an ice
princess.Her sister is-was all those things. Perfection. Until she wasn't. Until she ran oﬀ to be with the enemy and left her ﬁancé behind.Now Soﬁa is given to Danilo in her sister's stead, knowing she'll
never be more than second best. Yet, she can't stop longing for the love of the man she's been crushing on even when he was still her sister's.Danilo is a man who's used to getting what he
wants.Power.Respect.The sought-after ice princess.Until another man steals his bride-to-be. Danilo knows that for a man in his position losing his woman can lead to a loss of face.Wounded pride.Thirst for
revenge.A dangerous combination-one Danilo can't leave behind, not even when a girl just as precious takes her sister's place to placate him. Yet, she's got one ﬂaw: she's not her sister.Unable to forget
what he's lost, Danilo might lose what he's been given.

Bound By Temptation
Liliana Scuderi has been in love with Romero from the moment she ﬁrst saw him. After her sisters were married oﬀ for tactical reasons, she hopes she might be allowed to choose a husband for herself, but
when her father promises her to a man more than twice her age that hope is crushed. No begging can make him change his mind. Romero has always ignored Lily's ﬂirting. Her age and status made her
oﬀ-limits but even someone as dutiful as him has only so much control. Wanting her when she's supposed to marry another man could mean war between New York and the Chicago Outﬁt, and Romero
has always put the Cosa Nostra ﬁrst.Lily suspects her sisters and Romero would risk everything for her, but is her happiness worth that much? Is love worth a war between the Cosa Nostra and the Outﬁt?

Twisted Emotions
Independently Published Nino Falcone is genius and monster. As the right hand man and brother of the Capo of the Camorra, his lack of feelings is a blessing, not a curse - until his brother asks him to
marry for the sake of the Camorra. Kiara Vitiello, cousin of the Capo of the New York Famiglia, is chosen to marry Nino Falcone to prevent war with the Camorra, but what she hears about Las Vegas makes
her veins pulse with terror. After her father betrayed his Capo and paid with his life, her family thinks marriage is her only chance to bring honor to her name; but only Kiara knows she's a faulty prize given
in return for peace.A man incapable of emotions and a woman scarred by the past - an arranged marriage with the potential to unite, or destroy...
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Camorra Chronicles Collection Volume 1
The Camorra Chronicles Collection Volume 1 includes the ﬁrst three books in the Camorra Chronicles in one big book.The following books are included: Twisted Loyalties(Fabiano was raised to follow in his
father's footsteps as Consigliere of the Chicago Outﬁt - until the man abandons him. Left to fend for himself, Fabiano is forced to ﬁght for a place in the maﬁa world. As a ruthless street ﬁghter, he quickly
earns his place as the new Enforcer of the Las Vegas Camorra - a man to fear.Leona wants to build a decent life for herself, away from her drug-addicted mother. But soon she catches the attention of a
dangerous man - Fabiano Scuderi. Staying out of trouble and living a normal life are near impossible with a man like him. Leona knows she needs to avoid Fabiano, but men like him aren't easy to shake
oﬀ. They always get what they want.Fabiano cares about only one thing: the Camorra.But his attraction to Leona soon puts his unwavering loyalty to the test. Is Leona worth risking everything he's fought
for, and ultimately his life?)Twisted Emotions(Nino Falcone is genius and monster. As the right hand man and brother of the Capo of the Camorra, his lack of feelings is a blessing, not a curse - until his
brother asks him to marry for the sake of the Camorra. Kiara Vitiello, cousin of the Capo of the New York Famiglia, is chosen to marry Nino Falcone to prevent war with the Camorra, but what she hears
about Las Vegas makes her veins pulse with terror. After her father betrayed his Capo and paid with his life, her family thinks marriage is her only chance to bring honor to her name; but only Kiara knows
she's a faulty prize given in return for peace.A man incapable of emotions and a woman scarred by the past - an arranged marriage with the potential to unite, or destroy...)Twisted Pride(Remo Falcone is
beyond redemption.As Capo of the Camorra he rules with a brutal hand over his territory - a territory the Chicago Outﬁt breached. Now Remo is out for retribution. A wedding is sacred, stealing a bride
sacrilegious. Seraﬁna is the niece of the Boss of the Outﬁt, and her hand has been promised in marriage for years, but kidnapped in her wedding dress on her way to church by Remo, Seraﬁna quickly
realizes that she can't hope for saving. Yet, even in the hands of the cruelest man she knows, she is determined to cling to her pride, and Remo soon understands that the woman at his mercy might not
be as easy to break as he thought.A ruthless man on a quest to destroy the Outﬁt by breaking someone they are supposed to protect. A woman intent on bringing a monster to his knees. Two families that
will never be the same.

Twisted Pride
Independently Published Remo Falcone is beyond redemption.As Capo of the Camorra he rules with a brutal hand over his territory - a territory the Chicago Outﬁt breached. Now Remo is out for
retribution. A wedding is sacred, stealing a bride sacrilegious. Seraﬁna is the niece of the Boss of the Outﬁt, and her hand has been promised in marriage for years, but kidnapped in her wedding dress on
her way to church by Remo, Seraﬁna quickly realizes that she can't hope for saving. Yet, even in the hands of the cruelest man she knows, she is determined to cling to her pride, and Remo soon
understands that the woman at his mercy might not be as easy to break as he thought.A ruthless man on a quest to destroy the Outﬁt by breaking someone they are supposed to protect. A woman intent
on bringing a monster to his knees. Two families that will never be the same.

Twisted Bonds
Can you ever truly leave the past behind in a house full of haunted souls?Kiara always wanted a loving family she could take care of. She never thought she'd ﬁnd it with the Falcones.Nino and Kiara both
lost part of themselves in their traumatic childhood. Together they're trying to recover the missing pieces, but they aren't the only broken souls in the Falcone mansion; Kiara fears that not all of them can
be saved. Determined to protect her new family and the future of her dreams, she's on a mission to help each of them in her own way, even if it means stacking up secrets.Four brothers bound together by
an unbreakable bond forged in their dark past. If one of them falls, will they all?

Sweet Temptation
An Arranged Marriage Standalone Maﬁa Romance. The ﬁrst time Cassio meets his ﬁancée, she calls him "sir." After losing his wife, Cassio is left to take care of two small children while trying to establish
his rule over Philadelphia. Now he needs a mother for his children and someone who can warm his bed at night. But in a world as traditional as his, choosing your wife is duty not pleasure.Rules have to be
followed, traditions heeded. That's how he ends up with a woman-a girl-barely of age. She may not be what he and his children need, but she's lovely and a sweet temptation he can't resist. Giulia has
always known she'll marry the man her father chose for her, but she never expects to be given to someone so much older. Suddenly she's supposed to be a mother to two small children when she hasn't
even held a baby before.Giulia quickly realizes that Cassio isn't interested in a relationship on equal footing. Her mother has warned her that men of power, like Cassio, don't tolerate insolence. Tired of
being treated as a nanny, Giulia decides to ﬁght for her version of a happy family.
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Not Meant To Be Broken
Some things aren't meant to be broken-and can't be mended. I was one of those things. Whatever had been shattered in the incident would never be whole again.Amber struggles with the memories of a
cruel attack that destroyed her life years ago. Realizing that she's close to ending it all - something she promised her family to never try again - she moves in with her brother Brian and his friend Zachary
to start a new life. But how can she live a normal life, when even a hug from her brother sends her into a panic attack? While Brian pulls back, Zach seems determined to make her feel relaxed in his
presence, and soon her longing to be near him is stronger than her fear. But how can someone like Zach, someone who can have any girl, want someone like her? Someone broken.When Zach spots
Amber for the very ﬁrst time, he can't believe she is the same girl his friend Brian described as broken. Zach wants to help Amber live again- show her that closeness can be something wonderful. But her
brother Brian isn't the only one who's worried about the bond that's growing between Amber and Zach. Even Zach knows that there's more at stake than the fury of a scorned woman. Amber isn't like all
the girls Zach discarded after a night together. If he messes up, that could break her for good. But Zach can't stay away from Amber. Can Zach help her heal? Or will he be the one to push her over the
edge?

Love in Lockdown
A Charity Anthology
Lock-down A state of isolation, close proximity, or conﬁnement. Join fourteen bestselling authors as they distract YOU from lockdown with this collection of all-new short and steamy stories. There's no
escaping... love is catching. All proceeds will beneﬁt organizations supporting families in need during this challenging time. LOVE IN LOCKDOWN is only available for a limited time, so one-click your copy
before it's gone. Royalties will be split 50/50 between the two charities. Authors as not aﬃliated with either charity we are just trying to spread some love.

A Veil of Vines
To most people, princes, princesses, counts and dukes are found only in the pages of the most famous of fairytales. Crowns, priceless jewels and gilded thrones belong only in childhood dreams.But for
some, these frivolous fancies are truth. For some, they are real life. On Manhattan's Upper East Side, people have always treated me as someone special. All because of my ancestral name and legacy. All
because of a connection I share to our home country's most important family of all.I am Caresa Acardi, the Duchessa di Parma. A blue blood of Italy. I was born to marry well. And now the marriage date is
set. I am to marry into House Savona. The family that would have been the royals had Italy not abolished the monarchy in 1946. But to the aristocrats of my home, the abolition means nothing at all.The
Savonas still hold power where it counts most.In our tight-knit world of money, status and masked balls, they are everything and more. And I am soon to become one of them.I am soon to become Prince
Zeno Savona's wife...... or at least I was, until I met Achille. And everything changed.

Only Work, No Play
Tough Games After two years of taking care of her heartbroken father, Evie needs a new start. Leaving the States and following her sister to Australia to work as the personal assistant of rugby star Xavier
- The Beast - Stevens seems like the right kind of distraction.Tall, muscled and devilishly handsome, Xavier is the lov' em and leav' em kind of guy. He never forgets a girl's name because he never bothers
to remember it in the ﬁrst place.Evie soon realizes that being Xavier's assistant is a 24/7 job; the man seems unwilling to even set an alarm for himself.As she watches him move from one woman to the
next, Evie is glad that her heart is safe from his attention. After all, she's a far cry from the size zero models he usually takes to his bed.But soon being around Xavier doesn't feel like a job, and seeing him
walk around his apartment half naked all the time isn't helping either. Evie knows that giving in to her attraction will lead to heartbreak, but when Xavier starts treating her as more than just his assistant,
resisting his charms seems like an impossible task.
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Wicked Maﬁa Prince
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Viktor You were the love of my life. Beautiful and radiant. Then you betrayed our maﬁya family-the only family we ever knew. Grief-stricken, I did the honor
killing. Quick and vicious. Your heart no longer beating. Mine ripped to shreds. When I discovered you were innocent, I was destroyed. Now, years later-somehow, impossibly-there you are, alive. The nun
who prays and never shows her face. Trapped on the other side of a webcam. How can it be? They think I'm obsessed. Imagining ghosts. But I'll always know you. I'll always know my Tanechka.

Twisted Hearts
Savio Falcone has a few non-negotiable rules when it comes to girls.They need to be hot as f*ck.Spread their legs without much prompting.And leave as soon as the fun is over. Preferably minus any
bitching or tears.With his easy-going bad boy attitude, a last name that rules over Las Vegas and a body to die for, girls have always been at Savio's disposal.Unfortunately, the hottest girl in Vegas comes
with a price Savio isn't willing to pay. For Savio to get Gemma he'd need to seal the deal and put a ring on her ﬁnger. Settling down is out of the question, no matter how hot a piece of ass waits at the
altar.Gemma Bazzoli has had a crush on Savio from the ﬁrst moment she came face to face with his arrogant smile, but for him she was always his best friend's annoying little sister-until her hard-earned
curves catch even his attention. But Savio likes it easy, and Gemma is anything but. When she's promised to another man, Gemma resigns herself to the fact that the man she's wanted all her life, doesn't
want her badly enough.Savio has to decide how much work he's willing to invest, because bending the rules in his usual style might not be enough to get the girl that haunts his wet dreams.- Can be read
as a standalone-

Dark Maﬁa Prince
(dark maﬁa romance, kidnapping, captive)
Carolyn Crane I remember him before he was a monster. Before they told us the prince was dead. Aleksio grew up orphaned, hunted, separated from his brothers - because of my father. Now the sweet
boy is back, a dark prince, gorgeous and brutal in his Armani suit, wrapping my hair in his ﬁst. He's my captor, my tormenter. He'll do anything to rescue his brothers...and I'm my father's only weakness.
"I'm the most dangerous enemy you'll ever have," he tells me, "Because every time you look at me, you see somebody good." But I remember when Aleksio was my only friend. I remember when they
lowered his tiny casket into the ground, and how I cried when they lied to us and told us the prince was dead. “Twisted, sexy and dark--Dark Maﬁa Prince is everything I love in a stay-up-all-night-can't-putit-down read!" ~M. O'Keefe "Explosively fantastic!"~KL Kreig A top read of 2016! ~Totally Booked, Saints & Sinners Books, Romance Book Nerd Keywords: Free dark romance, free Topics include: bad boy,
dirty romance, free maﬁa romance, free maﬁa romance books, sexy books, dominance, dark hero, contemporary romance, modern romance, urban romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, hot
romance, free ebook, freebie, free book, free reads, free romance novel, free romance book, romance books free, free romance series, contemporary romance free, romance series, romance series,
romance books, beach reads, new adult, college, female, stories, sensual, sensual romance, alpha male, dominant male, hot guy, racy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, love, love books, kissing books,
emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, maﬁa, maﬁa romance,
valetti, valetti series, crime family romance. For Readers of: Jodi Ellen Malpas, Skye Warren, Pepper Winters, E.L. James.

Alpha’s Obsession
Midnight Romance, LLC A werewolf, an owl shifter, and a scientist walk into a bar… Sam I was born in a lab, fostered out to humans, then tortured in a cage. Fate allowed me to escape, and I know why. To
balance the scales of justice. Right the misdeeds of the harvesters. Nothing matters but taking down the man who made me what I am: A monster driven by revenge, whatever the cost. Then I meet
Layne. She thinks I’m a hero. But she doesn’t understand—If I don’t follow this darkness to its end, it will consume me. Layne I’ve spent my life in the lab, researching the cure for the disease that killed my
mom. No late nights out, no dates, deﬁnitely no boyfriend. Then Sam breaks into my lab, steals my research, and kidnaps me. He’s damaged. Crazy. And deﬁnitely not human. He and his friends are on a
mission to stop the company that’s been torturing shifters, and now I’m a part of it. Sam promises to protect me. And when he touches me, I feel reborn. But he’s hellbent on revenge. He won’t give it up.
Not even for me.
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Złączeni obowiązkiem
The Foxe & the Hound
When your life is a hot mess at twenty, it¿s cute. At twenty-seven¿well, not so much. It¿s just that my lofty dreams¿making it as a real estate agent, paying rent on time, showering daily¿have stayed just
that: dreams. Oh, and love? I¿ve decided love might be a little ambitious for me at the moment. Instead, I¿ve settled for the two guys who will never leave me: Ben & Jerry. That is, until Dr. Adam Foxe
takes up residence as the town¿s new vet. With his strong jaw, easy conﬁdence, and form-ﬁtting scrubs, it¿s not long before every housewife in Hamilton is dragging neglected tomcats in for weekly
checkups. Like everyone else, I¿m intrigued. Even after I spoil my chance at a good ﬁrst impression, he still oﬀers me a proposition I can¿t refuse: play his girlfriend at a family function and he¿ll hire me as
his real estate agent. Welcome to love in the 21st century.

Voyeur Extraordinaire
CreateSpace Living in a dank one room apartment and working as a waitress in a shabby bar, Nora didn't think her life could get any worse. But that's before sexy-as-hell Adrian Black moves into the
apartment across from her bedroom window and she's caught spying on him having sex. Now he has set his eyes on her. Not falling prey to his panty-dropping smiles proves to be a challenge Nora isn't
sure she's ready for - especially since the most action she ever had are the butt slaps from leery customers at work. An encounter with Adrian involving a healthy dose of pent-up tension and too much
alcohol leads to an awkward night that none of them will likely forget. But it's only the beginning... "Every night I take out my binoculars, point them at the window of my neighbor Adrian Black and watch
him banging a new girl, and every night I wish the girl was me. Where the hell is a shooting star when you need one?"

Wife in Public
Harlequin Billionaire Jordan Powell is a regular favorite of Sydney's newspaper gossip pages—there's always a new photo of him…with a new woman on his arm! So, used to women falling at his feet, he
ﬁnds the challenge of seducing farm girl Ivy Thornton—more comfortable in her overalls than designer outﬁts—a diverting amusement. His reward: sinful pleasure! But for Ivy, being the latest in a line of
Jordan's disposable conquests isn't a role she's willing to accept….

Lucky Like Us
Book Two: The Hunted Series
Harper Collins The Hunted series continues as Special Agent Sam Turner discovers that protecting the FBI's star witness is more diﬃcult than he thought! Bakery owner Elizabeth Hamilton's quiet life is
ﬁlled with sweet treats, good friends, and a loving family. But all of that is about to turn sour when an odd sound draws her outside. There's a man lying unconscious in the street, a car speeding toward
him. Without hesitation, she gets the man out of harm's way before they're run down. Unwittingly, Elizabeth has put herself in the path of a serial murderer, and as the only one who can identify the FBI's
Silver Fox Killer, she's ended up in the hospital with a target on her back. All that stands between her and death is Special Agent Sam Turner. Against his better judgment, Sam gets emotionally involved,
determined to take down the double threat against Elizabeth—an ex desperate to get her back, despite a restraining order, and a psychopath bent on silencing her before she can identify him. They set a
trap to catch the killer—putting Elizabeth in his hands, with Sam desperate to save her. If he's lucky, he'll get his man . . . and the girl.

Collateral
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an Arranged Marriage Maﬁa Romance
Natasha Knight Gabriela Stefan Sabbioni showed up uninvited in my bedroom on my sixteenth birthday. He stood in the shadows smelling of whiskey and death and wrapped a broken, blood-crusted
necklace around my neck. I thought he’d strangle me with it. That night, he left a message for my father. He said he’d be back to take something precious. I never delivered that message, though. I
wonder if things would be diﬀerent if I had because now, two years later, he’s back. And he’s not hiding in any shadows. He’s come to make good on his promise. He’s back to take that something
precious. Me. Stefan Marchese is the manipulator of my family’s tragedy. I won’t just bring him to his knees. I’ll bury him for what he did. Taking his daughter is only the beginning. I’ll do it knowing I’m
starting a war. I’ll do it knowing my enemies will become his allies. They’ll stop at nothing to destroy me and he’ll stop at nothing to get her back. I’ve never shied away from war, though. I’m not one to
play nice and I don’t share my toys. I’ll demolish you if you touch what’s mine. And she is most deﬁnitely mine.

My Roommate's Girl
Julianna Keyes The day a judge gave me the choice between going to prison or going to college was the day I vowed to stop stealing. Never again would I see something beautiful and beyond my means
and take it, just because I wanted it. Just because I could. When I moved in with Jerry, it was with good intentions. I needed a place to live while I got my degree, and he needed a roommate. Then I saw
Aster. Blond and beautiful, good, pure, sweet, smart…and Jerry’s girlfriend. She was everything I never thought I could have. Except…maybe I can. So I put a plan into action. Yeah, I’d probably go to hell,
but it would be worth it. I wanted Aster. I wanted her yesterday and tomorrow and every possible way. But you know what they say. Be careful what you wish for…because you just might get it.

With This Ring
Natasha Knight A Brand New Arranged Marriage Dark Maﬁa Romance series from the author of Collateral Damage and The Dark Legacy Trilogy! When I rescued Scarlett De La Cruz from her tower it’s not
like her prospects were looking so great. You’d think she’d show a little gratitude. Thank me for putting my ring on her ﬁnger and marking her as maﬁa property. My property. I’ll keep her safe. And the
trade-oﬀ isn’t so bad. Most women would jump at the chance to sleep in my bed. Not Scarlett, though. My Cartel Princess has a big mouth and an even bigger attitude. But it’s her furious caramel eyes that
keep me coming back for more. That and the way her body bends to mine like it already knows it belongs to me. Scarlett is my enemy. She’s also the one woman I can’t keep my hands oﬀ of. But if I don’t
keep my head on straight, everything I’ve worked for all these years will have been for nothing.

Obsessive Messages
A Dark Stalker Romance
M.L. Philpitt Natalie, You’re a job. A few messages, a nighttime visit, and you’ll ﬂy right out the cage door and into his arms. He’ll save you and condemn himself in the process. You believe I’m the bad guy,
but you’re actually leading me straight to the villain of this story. Little Bird, I was never supposed to touch. I was never supposed to want you how I do. I’ve tempted you into more, but it’s you who’s
dragged me down. How can I use and discard you when I’m becoming so obsessed with you? We’re not even at the best part of the game yet, but when we make it to the ﬁnish line, you’ll learn the truth
and you will hate me. Unfortunately for you, I’ve decided I’m not done with you. Obsessively yours, Tristan Obsessive Messages is the second book in the Captive Writings series, which must be read in
order. Obsessive Messages is a grey stalker romance with content some readers may ﬁnd triggering. This series gets darker with each passing book.

Folsom
The nation as we know it is a thing of the past. With the male species on the verge of extinction, a society called the End Men is formed to save the world. Folsom Donahue is one of twelve men whose sole
purpose is to repopulate the Regions. The endless days spent having sex with strangers leaves Folsom with an emptiness no amount of women, money, or status can ﬁll. Until Gwen. Gwen has wanted a
child for as long as she can remember, but when she ﬁnally gets a chance to have her own, she uncovers a long-hidden truth. The injustice she sees moves her to help save the men whom no one else
believes need saving. A forbidden love, grown in a time of despair, ignites a revolution. Folsom and Gwen, torn between their love for each other and their sense of duty, must make a choice. But some will
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stop at nothing to destroy them. Folsom is book one of the End of Men series.
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